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Testimonial from Leng Kee RC 
 

1. Wong Chin Yue  - Leng Kee CC 
Friendly approachable personality.  Share her knowledge to her students willingly without 
holding back.  Class conducts in bilingual able to reach out to non Chinese speaking 
group. 
 
Teaching pace is according to student  not rushing to complete the lesson.  Attentive to 
student’s learning progress and readily to correct wrong movements. 
Trainer goes the extra miles to conduct workshop for members to gain in depth of the 
course.  Enforce to building team bonding by making effort to organize interest group 
monthly, to bond team and introduce new activities. 
 
Trainer’s self-improvement, trainer attends master training classes overseas for self-
improvement, and then share with her students.   Conducts multiple classes so to able to 
reached out to the community to share her knowledge of good health. 
 
Under trainer’s leadership the whole team stay like a big family; Happy and friendly.   
 

2.  Loo Jaffrine Emma, Leng Kee CC 
Jennifer has always been an instructor who puts in effort in whatever she does. She would 
not hesitate to correct me and my fellow classmates whenever we are doing out Tai chi 
wrongly throughout our 3 ½ years under her. She has unconditional love teaching her 
students. I have personally seen the hard work that she puts in from the day I have been 
with her. 

 
3. Amy Chan, Leng Kee CC 

Jennifer laoshi is both skilful and passionate. She uses innovative learning methods like 
“holding the ball” in demonstrating a tai chi movement. I am most impressed with the 
systematic way in which she goes about conducting the class. Last but not least, she 
always encourages participants to join interest group activities and outings.  
 

4. Helen Tan, Leng Kee CC 
As a trainer, Jennifer has given us confidence in our practice of Tai chi with innovative 
learning method and personal experience.  She is an industrious and patient trainer.  I find 
this makes significant positive contribution to PA’s mission in community by 
encouraging us to make friends, share and bond with one another.  

 


